Global in Theory, Practice and Opportunity

The Silberman College of Business at Fairleigh Dickinson University

How fitting that the Silberman College of Business at Fairleigh Dickinson University is a stone’s throw from New York City, one of the world’s most dynamic business and cultural centers. Just as Lady Liberty stands as a proud symbol of unity among people from all walks of life, Silberman College is a towering portal to a global business education, bringing together faculty and future business leaders of diverse backgrounds and pursuits.

It is here, at this world-renowned business school in a region rife with opportunity, that the current and next generation of globally conscious business professionals — managers, administrators, innovators and leaders — find the environment to understand, accept and prepare for the challenges that lie ahead.

“It’s important for our students to not only have a very thorough knowledge of global business, but to experience it firsthand and understand the important role they can play as difference-makers. Our students will be ready for the real world today and will help shape the world of tomorrow.”

— Dean William M. Moore, Ph.D.

Cultivating Citizens of the World

Accredited by AACSB International – the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business – Silberman College of Business is a school of the highest caliber, with internationally acclaimed entrepreneurial and sustainability institutes and educational alliances throughout the world. Silberman College seeks to develop global citizens who are mindful of their responsibilities as professionals in a business world without boundaries, as citizens of their communities and as stewards of the Earth.